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< Publisher’s Message
Google the word ‘outstanding’ and in exactly 0.80 seconds you
get 382,000,000 results with the immediate definition at the top simply
stating ‘exceptionally good’. Wow, that seems rather, vanilla, like a B+
(my personal favorite grade; it meant I devoted only a modest amount of
effort on homework, studying, showing up for class, etc., while keeping
the folks at bay).
Go to Merriam-Webster’s website (you remember dictionaries, right?)
and one of its definitions said ‘marked by eminence and distinction’. I like
that one much better.
Synonyms include the following: excellent, marvelous, magnificent,
superb, wonderful, superlative, exceptional, first-class; terrific,
tremendous, super, amazing, fantastic, sensational, fabulous, ace, killer,
A1, awesome, bang-up; out-of-this-world; smashing, brilliant. Now that’s
more like it!
Brad Fullmer
In looking at UC&D’s list of ‘Most Outstanding Projects of 2016’, all
of these words are appropriate. In all, our seven judges this year selected 32
projects to receive 34 total awards out of a record 95 submissions.
The Building Project of the Year was 111 Main – owner City Creek Reserve’s new 24-story, 440,000 SF commercial
office tower in the heart of downtown Salt Lake. Built by Okland Construction, this one should be labeled ‘Class A+’
office space. I am particularly impressed with the radiant glass curtain wall system – it’s certainly a sight to behold
and coupled with its fancy new next-door neighbor – the $117 million George S. and Dolores Dore Eccles Theater
(Layton Construction) – has helped revitalize that section of Main and Regent Streets and gives Salt Lake City a
vibrant new slice of night life that is a welcome economic boost to the City’s heart.
The Highway Project of the Year was I-15 The Point, which was completed in October by Utah County
Constructors, the JV team of Staker Parson Companies and Wadsworth Brothers Construction. The $164 million
project (construction cost; total cost was $215 million) was delivered on budget and one month ahead of schedule.
Having traveled that approximately seven-mile stretch of highway from Draper to the Lehi quite a few times since
the project began in March 2015, I can honestly say two things: 1) Utah’s traveling public is absolutely spoiled rotten
with how quickly and efficiently construction crews build quality roads while keeping four lanes open in each
direction throughout the course of this project; 2) I swear less than .01% of vehicles (1 in 10,000 if you’re scoring at
home) even came close to obeying the posted 55 MPH speed limit in non-inclement weather. If you’re not doing at
least 65 MPH, you’re getting passed by 95% of the traffic. (I know…it’s a busy life we live). Slow down, especially in
construction zones – people are out there working for your long-term benefit!
There were so many impressive projects to choose from – in all honesty, it was extremely difficult for the judges
to decide which project was ‘Most Outstanding’ on most of the categories, which illustrates the magnanimous
impact A/E/C firms are having on communities throughout the Beehive State.
Beyond the three projects I mentioned, I was particularly struck by a couple of other award winners. Overstock.
com’s new Midvale-based headquarters (Okland Construction; EDA Architects) – dubbed the ‘Peace Coliseum’ – is
a circular wonder that confounds typical design logic. It’s worth a look. The Utah School for the Deaf and Blind
(Wadman Corp.; Jacoby Architects) was unique with its off-the-hook aesthetics and technological amenities to aid
students. The work done by Whitaker Construction and sub Adams & Smith on the $6 million Ogden Canyon Siphon
Replacement Project boggles the mind. Replacing a nearly 700 LF pipeline (475 LF of suspended pipeline) structure
originally built in 1934, and suspended 250 feet in the air over Ogden Canyon, makes me want to channel my inner
Harry Caray and shout ‘Holy Cow!’. Impressive work, indeed.
My favorite project, however, is without question The Road Home Family Shelter in Midvale. This 34,000 SF
facility is not only visually stunning, it houses 300 beds and exists for the sole purpose of helping people who are
suffering from homelessness to become self-sufficient and transition back into society. The best word I can think of
when considering the challenges of people who have to go this facility, and comparing that to my personal situation,
is humble. I have never had to live on the streets, never went hungry, never wanted for anything.
It’s great to see Salt Lake City planning four new 150-bed shelters – I hope as a society we realize we likely need a
dozen more than that, but at least efforts are being made to help those who need it most.
I hope you enjoy this issue of UC&D – it is annually our most popular issue for obvious reasons. Kudos to Ben
Davis of Van Boerum & Frank Associates for his insightful column on mechanical engineering software he helped
design two decades ago, one that has had a profound impact on mechanical design.
As always, we greatly appreciate our advertisers and those who contribute to our editorial content, and another
shout out to the individuals and firms who attended and sponsored our MOP Awards event December 6. We’re
thankful to be a small part of this OUTSTANDING industry, and wish you all a happy and prosperous 2017!
Regards,

UC&D
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< A/E/C Technology

HVAC Solution: Developed by Engineers for Engineers
By Ben Davis

Each day I climb aboard a rocket ship, fly
1,000 miles per hour, and hold on for dear
life while the rocket shutters and shakes
and sometime in the afternoon the rocket
abruptly stops and I get off. With my to-do
list completely unaccomplished, I always
wonder where the day went. It’s exciting
– it makes me feel alive – but it is also very
challenging.
I often interview soon-to-be
graduating mechanical engineers – they
have grand visions of making their mark
in the world. Their professors told them
they would design rockets and airplanes;
I tell them they will size ducts and pipes.
They don’t like to hear that. Then I tell
them they have to know everything
about boilers, chillers, cooling towers,
pumps, air handlers and an endless array
of ever evolving equipment. They will sit
in meetings and be expected to be the
expert on each and every engineering
subject known and unknown. I tell them
“we have to design stuff really fast
without making mistakes and do it on
multiple projects simultaneously.” They
like to hear that.
It’s Not Rocket Science – It’s Harder
It has been said that what we do as
mechanical, plumbing and fire protection
engineers is not rocket science. I agree with
that. It’s not rocket science – it’s harder. In
fact, one principal in our office who used
to design rockets confirmed that rocket
science is easy compared to designing
commercial mechanical systems.
When I first graduated and entered
the workforce, I noticed everyone doing
engineering calculations with pencil and
paper. Me being into computers and new
technological ideas, I began working on a
spreadsheet to modernize certain things.
12
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After a few months, the spreadsheet was
completed and started being used by
engineers in our office.
Another Principal within our firm, Joe
Simmons, believed we could market the
product and that is how HVAC Solution
came about more than two decades ago.
Interactive, Intuitive Program
HVAC Solution Software (HVACS) is a
Windows-based drag-and-drop interactive
program, which allows engineers to build
airflow, hydronic and steam schematics.
Once a schematic idea is formed,
equipment can be selected and scheduled.
There’s nothing in HVACS that a typical
engineer hasn’t already done another way.
Similar to how engineers use software to
run thermal loads, HVACS is used to size
equipment, piping and ductwork. One
person told me once that the software
helps engineers create complete designs;
there is nothing inherently difficult about
the math inside HVACS, there is just a lot
of it.
In the mechanical design world, the
first idea often is the one that sticks. HVACS
helps users develop and convey ideas
very quickly. Often owners and architects
want to investigate an array of ideas and
they should know their available options.
Several system options should be explored,
in detail, to ensure the best possible value
and the best suited system for the specific
building. Forever is a long time to live with
a buildings mechanical system. HVACS
allows users to form many different system
ideas in a timely and efficient manner, and
then compare and contrast the pros and
cons of each system.
Disaster Adverted
On one project, I initially designed

Ben Davis

a steam boiler system. I laid it out,
connecting all of the equipment and
sizing it using HVACS. The deadline neared,
more architectural information became
available and I discovered that the
equipment would not fit in the allotted
penthouse height. The penthouse height
could not change because it would
adversely affect building aesthetics. I could
have called the architect and told him
that he would have to raise his roof. That
would have resulted in him getting upset
and raising the roof. Instead, I informed
him of my problem and promised I would
change the system to a hot water boiler
system which I knew would fit better. Using
HVACS and in a few hours, I completely
reconfigured the system to include a series
of small hot water condensing boilers.
Small steam boilers were used to serve the
steam load and fit in the limited penthouse
height. My CADD guy, Tony, then worked his
usual miracle in getting everything routed
in-plan. A potential disaster adverted. The
owner loved the new design and a second
building using the same system followed
a few years later. HVACS allows engineers
to solve complex problems creatively and
quickly.

User Friendly
Starting engineers usually start in
the business by running loads until they
get more of a feel for designing ductwork
and pipe. Usually equipment is selected
by more experienced engineers. The
experienced engineers often do not pass
on equipment sizing knowledge because
there is seldom time to do so. How do you
make sure that young engineers move to
the equipment sizing world effectively?
HVACS has all of the real world equipment
built-in in a format where less experienced
engineers can build a system. “It works
the way engineers think” is a perfect
description of HVACS. Less experienced
engineers naturally gravitate to HVACS
because, quite frankly, it is engineering in
a user friendly and appealing graphical
package. It puts all the tools in the tool
box right in front of them and allows
them to be creative and precise. The
software only works when the system is
correctly formed helping to channel their
creativity. Half the cost of most HVAC
systems is the equipment. The other half
is the ductwork and piping. I have found
that equipment is where the action is in
the engineering world. Why not give your
starting engineers a tool in which they will
be interested in using, and with which they
can expand their engineering knowledge
and expertise?

my detail guys, give them a little direction
on equipment orientation relative to the
mechanical room, and then let them finish.
They turn just an idea formed with HVACS
into a beautiful mechanical space with
dozens of pumps, boilers, chillers and other
equipment and thousands of pipes.

Ben Davis, P.E., is a Principal at
Salt Lake-based Van Boerum & Frank
Associates, Inc., and President of HVAC
Solution. He can be reached at 801-9109923 or bdavis@vbfa.com. You can also visit
www.hvacsolution.com.

Ideas and Details
There are two basic parts to
mechanical design, the idea and the detail.
As I meet with owners and architects, I help
form system ideas by exploring the needs
of the building. Once the idea has been
formed and accepted, I take the winning
idea and pass it on to my detail guys.
HVACS helps with this effort as it quickly
allows me to form the idea in realistic
ways. Once my detail guys receive my idea
file, they don’t just throw away my efforts,
rather they build upon it. Where I showed
boilers and pumps, they add valves and
other detail. It helps me convey the idea
and helps them understand the system.
Using HVACS, I have been able to form the
idea and handoff only the schematic to
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OUTSTANDING PROJECTS

OF 2016

111 Main, I-15 Point Receive ‘Project of the Year’ Awards
In all, 32 projects received awards from a jury of 7 A/E/C professionals.

W

2016 Judging Panel <

hat is the real value of Utah’s A/E/C
industry? It’s a difficult question to
even fathom.
Consider how this industry impacts
our daily lives. It starts with the dwellings we
reside in, whether it’s a single-family home,
condo, apartment complex, or someone’s
garage. Think about the various trades

14
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responsible for creature comforts we’ve
taken for granted our entire lives. Flip a
switch, a light comes on. Turn a faucet, water
comes out.
Today’s industry professionals are
designing and doing things on such incredible
levels, it’s difficult to measure the benefit
they provide our society.
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Chris Peterson
Region 1 Director
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Daniel Pacheco
Director
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We’re fortunate at UC&D to have
the opportunity to recognize greatness
within Utah’s A/E/C industry. This year, our
seven judges handed out 34 awards to 32
projects from a record 95 submissions. It’s an
impressive list, and one that illustrates Utah’s
currently thriving economy and creatively
talented workforce.

Brandon Duke
Lender
Key Bank Real Estate Capital

Bruce T. Fallon
Principal
WPA Architecture
2016 President AIA Utah

CATEGORY

PROJECT NAME

SUBMITTING FIRM(S)

Project of the Year (Building)

111 South Main

Okland Construction

Project of the Year (Highway)

I-15 The Point

Utah County Constructors

Most Outstanding Commercial/Office (Large)

Overstock.com Corporate Campus

Okland Construction

Most Outstanding Commercial/Office (Small)

OC Tanner World Headquarters Southwest Addition & Remodel FFKR Architects

Most Outstanding Commercial/Retail

Moab Giants Paleosafari

Hogan & Associates Construction

Most Outstanding Community Impact

The Road Home Family Shelter

Hogan & Associates Construction

Most Outstanding Community/Institutional

SUU Beverley Taylor Sorenson Center for the Arts

Big-D Construction

Most Outstanding Concrete/Tilt-Up

Malouf

Eckman & Mitchell Construction

Most Outstanding Design-Build

University of Utah Healthcare Farmington Health Center

Layton Construction

Most Outstanding Entertainment

George S. and Dolores Dore Eccles Theater

Layton Construction

Most Outstanding Green/Sustainable

Marmalade Library

Ascent Construction

Most Outstanding Healthcare

Revere Health Multi-Specialty Health Center

Westland Construction

Most Outstanding Large Higher Education

Weber State University Tracy Hall Science Center

Okland Construction

Most Outstanding Small Higher Education

Utah State University Brigham City Campus

R&O Construction

Most Outstanding Highway Over $10 M

Provo Westside Connector

Stanley Consultants & Horrocks Engineers

Most Outstanding Highway Under $10 M

US-89; SR-203 Intersection Improvements Project

COP Construction

Most Outstanding Large K-12

Skyridge High School

Hogan & Associates Construction

Most Outstanding Small K-12

Utah School for Deaf and Blind

Wadman Corporation

Most Outstanding Manufacturing

enve composite headquarters

Wadman Corporation

Most Outstanding Mixed Use

820 Park Ave.

NewStar General Contractors

Most Outstanding Multi-Family

Dixie State University Campus View Suites

Method Studio & Layton Construction

Most Outstanding Municipal/Utility

Ogden Canyon Siphon Replacement Project

Whitaker Construction

Most Outstanding Private Over $10 M

Thanksgiving Station One

Jacobsen Construction

Most Outstanding Private Under $10 M

Thomas S. Monson BSA Lodge

Evans & Associates Architecture

Most Outstanding Public Over $10 M

Lassonde Studios

Gramoll Construction

Most Outstanding Public Under $10 M

Green River/Tusher Diversion

Gerber Construction

Publisher’s Pick

University of Utah Thomas S. Monson Center

CRSA

Most Outstanding Renovation/Restoration

Star Mill

Curtis Miner Architecture

Most Outstanding Sports/Recreation

USU Student Recreation & Wellness Center

ajc Architects

Most Outstanding Specialty Contracting (Electrical)

111 Main

Cache Valley Electric

Most Outstanding Specialty Contracting (Masonry)

Joseph Smith Memorial Building Terra Cotta Restoration

Child Enterprises

Most Outstanding Specialty Contracting (Mechanical) Overstock.com Corporate Campus

Archer Mechanical

Most Outstanding Tenant Improvement

Pluralsight

Layton Construction

Most Outstanding Water/Wastewater

Utah Valley Water Treatment Plant Process Improvement Project Alder Construction
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Building Project of the Year
111 Main
111 Main is a 24-story office tower
located at the center of downtown Salt Lake
City. This elegant icon on the city’s skyline
offers 440,000 SF of Class A office space. The
typical floor has 21,000 SF of space with
floor-to-ceiling glass, nine-foot ceilings,
and a column-free design. The building
is connected to the adjacent George S.
and Dolores Eccles Theater. The 111 Main
tower extends 45 feet over the top of the
theater without any structural connections
between the two buildings.

16
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An innovative steel two-way hat truss
system contains 1,870 tons of structural
steel and supports 18 suspended perimeter
columns. The perimeter columns transfer
almost half of the building’s live and dead
loads - more than 40 million pounds - to the
hat truss on the roof of the building which
transfers weight to the central reinforced
concrete core.
The hat truss system helps 111 Main
cantilever over the adjacent Eccles Theater
and allows for a column-free design in the

interior of the building and an open and
unobstructed glass lobby that welcomes
people to step up and observe. This use
of use of structural glass which requires
no steel or concrete to support its weight
is unmatched in North America and is
illustrated by the 35-foot tall and 10-foot
wide glass panels that stand by themselves.
The entrance showcases the world’s
first application of inserting wood into
laminated glass panels. This innovation
fulfills the design intent of having a warm
entrance. Inside the lobby’s water feature
is custom designed to represent a point
of discovery. The water flow is discreetly
contained in the feature’s interior causing
visitors to hear the energy of water flow

Dec 15
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before actually seeing it.
As a LEED Gold building, 111 Main
is a model of sustainable design. With
features like an underfloor air distribution
system, the building has reduced energy
consumption more than 18% from the
LEED baseline. It also reduces potable
water use by 41% from the LEED baseline.
111 Main’s energy consumption will be
closely monitored by an energy use and
measurement verification system. The
building has 2,600 cubic yards of concrete
seismic footings that will allow the building
to withstand a 2,500-year earthquake event.

Owner: City Creek Reserve, Inc.
Architect: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill /
VCBO Architecture
General Contractor: Okland Construction
Electrical Engineer: WSP Parsons
Brinckerhoff / Spectrum Engineering
Structural Engineer: Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill / Dunn Associates, Inc.
Mechanical Engineer: WSP Parsons
Brinckerhoff / Colvin Engineering

Civil Engineer: Great Basin Engineering
Electrical Contractor: Cache Valley Electric
Mechanical Contractor: J&S Mechanical
Deep Footings/H Piles: Ralph L. Wadsworth
Structural Steel: SME Steel / Hassett
Engineering Inc.
Curtain Wall & Glazing: Steel Encounters
Other Specialty Contractors: Sedak,
Prismview, Outside The Lines, DesignTeam

You will never get fired for doing too much for the customer
as long as it is ethical! But, you will be in big trouble if you do
not leave the customer smiling!
How will you know what will make the customer smile?
Ask the simple question:

Our Policy for dealing with customers does not take a book. We have one
simple rule and that is always leave the customer smiling! With Arnold
SILVER SERVICE® you can be assured that . . .
Customer Satisfaction Is Our Only Policy®!

(801) 972-4000
Construction Equipment Division | Mining Equipment Division | Material Handling Equipment Division | General Implement Distributors Division
Salt Lake City | Logan | Idaho Falls | Boise | Twin Falls | Elko | Reno | Las Vegas | Phoenix | Tucson | Flagstaff
Portland | Billings | Gillette | Casper | Denver | Johnstown | Colorado Springs | Grand Junction | Jamestown | Grand Rapids | Minneapolis
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Highway Project of the Year
I-15 The Point
The $164 million Point project caps
two decades worth of reconstruction
projects on Interstate 15 along the 90-mile
stretch from Provo to Ogden. The first I-15
reconstruction was completed shortly
before the 2002 Olympics. Other sections
included I-15 NOW in the Weber-Ogden
area, while I-15 CORE from Lehi to Spanish
Fork was completed in December 2012.
This latest project consisted of
widening I-15 over the Point of the
Mountain from Lehi to Draper, a new Single
Point Urban Interchange and steel girder

20
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structure at 146th South, new drainage
systems, box culverts, retaining walls and
other key improvements. Contractors
faced tight deadlines and the mandate
to keep four lanes of traffic open in each
direction while also keeping all off ramps
fully accessible during construction – a
Herculean task. More than 275,000 cubic
yards of concrete were poured, along with
225,000 tons of hot mix asphalt. Crews
worked around the clock seven days a
week from March 2015 to October 2016 and
finished the project on budget and one

month ahead of schedule, making it one of
the most successful highway projects in
the State’s history.
Owner: Utah Department of Transportation
Lead Design Firm: Wilson & Company
General Contractor: Utah County
Constructors (JV - Wadsworth Bros.
& Staker Parson Co.)
Civil Engineer: Wilson & Company
Electrical Contractor: Hidden Peak Electric
Dry Utilities: B. Jackson Construction
Drainage: Condie Construction,
Reynolds Brothers
Concrete Paving & Barrier: McNeil Brothers,
Wadsworth Brothers
Concrete Barrier: Deb Harper Concrete
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Outstanding Large Commercial Office Project
Overstock.com Corporate Campus
This $100 million project in Midvale is a
stunning three-story circular office building
with an inner nucleus connected by covered
walkways that form a peace symbol when
viewed from the air. The circular shape of
the building creates a curve that reduces
the line of sight so the building doesn’t
feel overwhelmingly large or empty. Inside
numerous collaboration spaces help bring
together people from different teams and
all levels of management. The 242,000 SF

22
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facility includes a high-tech data center,
executive offices, and office space for
more than 1,600 employees. Amenities
include an on-site cafeteria, employee
clinic, a daycare facility and an exercise
room. The exterior is constructed of castin-place concrete to ensure strength and
durability. The main circle features a photochromic glass curtain wall system that
changes transparency to help regulate
light and temperature. The inner nucleus is

topped with COR-TEN steel that has been
weathered to give it a rust-like appearance
and to make it resistant to corrosion.
Developer: The Gardner Company
Architect: EDA Architects
General Contractor: Okland Construction
Electrical Engineer: Envision Engineering
Mechanical Engineer: PVE, Inc.
Structural Engineer:
Dunn Associates, Inc.
Civil Engineer: Ensign Engineering
Mechanical Subcontractor: Archer
Mechanical
Other Subs: Steel Encounters,
Jones Excavation, Wasatch Electric
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Outstanding Small Commercial Office Project
OC Tanner World Headquarters
Southwest Addition & Remodel
The design of this timeless remodel
was to provide new space functions
without interrupting workflow for over
1,000 employees. Transparency overlaps
between landscaping, water and interior
functions blur the line between the exterior
and interior. Beyond the stunning new
glass curtain wall system, the remodel
includes a new 24,000 SF main entrance,

24
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lobby and auditorium. The grand hall offers
spectacular, column-free open spaces,
which welcomes natural light into the
building’s core. Two 40-foot long and two
25-foot long re-openings were part of the
design solution, an uncommon feature
on commercial buildings. Materials are
highlighted by limestone, granite, and
Bavarian Gold stone, with wood and glass

features that provide a nice contrast to the
marble and stone.
Owner: OC Tanner
Architect: FFKR Architects
General Contractor: Big-D Construction
Electrical Engineer: EELD
Mechanical Engineer: Colvin Engineering
Structural Engineer: Reaveley Engineers +
Associates
Civil Engineer: Ensign Engineering
Specialty Consultants/Contractor:
Fehr & Pehrs, Henriksen Butler, Millcreek
Tile & Stone
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Outstanding Commercial Retail Project
Moab Giants Paleosafari
Dinosaur enthusiasts of all ages
can have a one-of-a-kind experience at
this new $10 million Dinosaur Park and
Track Museum. The 44-acre scientific
park is located nine miles north of Moab
and offers an open-air educational

attraction that includes more than 100
life-sized dinosaurs in a believable, natural
landscape. Moab is located in the heart
of the “Dinosaur Diamond,” a region
with a high concentration of fossilized
dinosaur footprints. Many important
dinosaur footprints have been found in

the immediate and surrounding areas. The
facility is the first museum of its kind in the
world solely devoted to dinosaur footprints
and will also serve as a base camp for
the Paleo-Safari Project, other visiting
scientists, and educational groups for field
studies in the Southwestern United States.
Owner: Moab Giants Land, LLC
Architect: Horn & Partners Architecture
General Contractor: Hogan & Associates
Civil Engineer: SET Engineering
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Outstanding Community Impact Project
The Road Home Family Shelter

beds are laid out in a meticulously oriented
way to create family space, with removable
slats that can be configured for different
size families.

Mechanical Engineer: SMD Engineering
The shelter is specifically designed
to provide support for individuals
experiencing homelessness and to assist
them in transitioning to permanent housing
and employment. This new 34,000-SF
facility features a reception area, sleeping
areas, updated restrooms, a multi-purpose
room, laundry room, and six kitchenettes.

Owner: The Road Home
Architect: NJRA Architects
General Contractor: Hogan & Associates
Electrical & Mechanical Engineer:
Spectrum Engineering
Structural Engineer: Bsumek Mu
and Associates
Civil Engineer: Meridian Engineering
and Surveying
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The entire building is A.D.A. compliant and
provides elevator access between the first
and second floors. The roof currently serves
as a patio, which, due to the building’s
structural system, could be expanded
as an additional floor in the future. The
architect’s main design goal was to
preserve and improve the dignity of its
homeless occupants. The facility’s 300 bunk
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Outstanding Community Institutional Project
SUU Beverley Taylor Sorenson Center for the Arts
This project was conceived as a
comprehensive arts complex located on the
Southern Utah University campus in Cedar
City. The complex consists of the new Utah
Shakespeare Festival headquarters and the
Southern Utah Museum of Art. Extensive
site development ties these new buildings
together with the existing Randall Jones
Theatre to create a complex incorporating
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four performing and visual art venues.
The open-air, 900-seat Engelstad
Shakespeare Theatre is the new iconic
theater setting for the Utah Shakespeare
Festival. The facility also includes a new
200-seat studio theatre, a rehearsal hall,
dressing rooms, costume shop and theater
production spaces. The enclosed studio
theatre allows for performances during
winter months, as well as providing a venue

for more non-traditional plays.
Owner: DFCM
Architect: Blalock and Partners, Brooks +
Scarpa Architecture
General Contractor: Big-D Construction
Electrical Engineer: BNA Consulting
Structural Engineer: Reaveley Engineers +
Associates
Mechanical Engineer: Van Boerum & Frank
Associates
Civil Engineer: Insite Engineering
Electrical Contractor: Marshall Evans
Electric, Inc.
Specialty Contractors: Southam &
Associates, Taktl, US Mechanical, Kozco
Mechanical
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Outstanding Projects of 2016

Outstanding Concrete Tilt-Up Project
Malouf
This 220,000 SF facility completely
changes all preconceptions of what a tiltup concrete office/warehouse building
can be. The office portion of the building,
with its class “A” finishes and design is
simple, honest and timeless. The exterior
has a classic black and white color scheme,
adding to its aesthetics. The structure

houses a full size basketball court, multitier fitness area, spacious club-style locker
rooms, a massage room, barber shop, a large
professional kitchen and oversized dining
area, a spacious two-story atrium, and hightech conference rooms. The efficient design
allows the facility to ship more than 8,000
products each day.

Owner: Sam Malouf
Lead Design Firm: AE Urbia
General Contractor: Eckman & Mitchell
Construction
Electrical Engineer:
Royal Engineering
Structural Engineer: AE Urbia
Mechanical Engineer:
Royal Engineering
Civil Engineer: CIR Engineering
Electrical Contractor:
Landmark Electrical
Mechanical Contractor: CCI Mechanical

BUSINESS | PERSONAL | MORTGAGE | WEALTH MANAGEMENT

www.bankofutah.com
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Outstanding Design-Build Project
University of Utah Healthcare Farmington
Health Center
The Farmington Health Center is a stateof-the-art multi-specialty clinic offering
primary, urgent care and specialty care
services, with a full-service pharmacy, inhouse branches of the Huntsman Cancer
Institute and Moran Eye Center, a café,
espresso bar, and a large conference room
with amenities suitable for banquets,
seminars and educational training. The
facility’s exterior envelope incorporates a low
maintenance rain screen with continuous air
barrier and exterior insulation. The exterior
glazing is high efficiency Solarban Z50 and
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is sized to maximize lighting and views
while minimizing heat-gain. The skylight
in the atrium also incorporates the same
efficient glazing as the exterior windows.
Mechanical systems incorporate a three
stage cooling process. Electrical system
innovations include L-E-D lighting, occupancy
sensors, daylight sensors and a full energy
management system. The building is a LEED
Silver candidate, designed and constructed to
serve as a health care model of sustainability
with leading edge innovations throughout
the building.

Owner/Developer: University of Utah
Healthcare/State of Utah DFCM
Architect: Dixon + Associates Architects
General Contractor: Layton Construction
Electrical Engineer: Spectrum Engineers
Structural Engineer: BHB Consulting
Engineers
Mechanical Engineer: Van Boerum & Frank
Associates
Civil Engineer: Psomas Engineers
Electrical Contractor: Copper Mountain
Electric, LLC
Mechanical Contractor: Western States
Mechanical, Inc.
Masonry Contractor: IMS Masonry
Other Specialty Contractors: GEM Building,
Morgan Asphalt, Steel Encounters,
Sure Steel

UC&D

Outstanding Projects of 2016

Outstanding Entertainment Project
George S. and Dolores Dore Eccles Theater
This $117 million building is one of
the most highly anticipated projects in
the history of Salt Lake City and gives
the City a world-class theater for various
entertainment events. The theater features
a 5-story lobby that is open to the public
during daytime hours, inviting guests to
travel through on their way to adjacent
buildings. The concert hall itself can seat
2,500 guests throughout the main floor,
three balconies, and private booths. The
architecture and design of the entire
building reflects a beautiful modern
image that is sure to leave visitors

impressed. As a result of community
outreach, the project also includes a
250 seat, flexible studio theatre, a roof
terrace and a winter garden that was
designed as a theatre lobby that can be
transformed into a performance space for
future street festivals on Main Street. The
Eccles Theater was built in conjunction
with 111 Main and showed how two of
Utah’s top construction companies could
work together in harmony, on separate
projects, for the common objectives
of meeting schedule and quality
requirements.

Owner/Developer: Garfield Traub Swisher
Development
Architect: Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects,
with HKS Architects
General Contractor: Layton Construction
Electrical Engineer: BNA Consulting
Mechanical Engineer: Van Boerum & Frank
Associates
Civil Engineer: Great Basin Engineering, Inc.
Structural Engineer: Thorton-Tomasetti
Engineers, Reaveley Engineers +
Associates
Electrical Contractor: GSL Electric, Cache
Valley Electric
Mechanical Contractor: J&S Mechanical
Masonry Contractor: RJ Masonry
Other Specialty Contractors: Granite Mill,
SME Steel, Steel Encounters, Western
Sheet Metal

GLAZING | STOREFRONT | CLADDING SYSTEMS
Arch ite c t ura l Divisio n | S a lt L a ke Ci t y, U T

STEELENCOUNTERS
FA C E B O O K | YO U T U B E | T W I T T E R | I N S TA G R A M | W E B
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Outstanding Projects of 2016

Outstanding Green Project
Marmalade Library

the west façade, which reduces solar heat
gain while providing excellent views. The
project is scheduled to achieve LEED Silver
certification.

This stunning new 18,000 SF building
is the first phase of a larger public/private
development in Salt Lake’s Marmalade
District. As part of a Historic District,
the architectural design needed to be
sensitive to the neighboring community
while responding to its urban location.
Weathered steel panels, cement board and

Owner: Salt Lake City Corp.
Architect: Blalock & Partners
General Contractor: Ascent Construction
Electrical Engineer: Ken Garner Engineering
Structural Engineer: Reaveley Engineers +
Associates
Mechanical Engineer:
Colvin Engineering
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zinc were selected as primary cladding. The
exterior stair tower was clad in tempered
glass panels assembled like overlapping
shingles. The result is a dynamic texture
at the front of the building that creates
a soft lantern-like glow in the evenings.
Terracotta baguettes were used as a
sunscreen over a curtain wall system on
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Outstanding Health Care Project
Revere Health Multi-Specialty Health Center
This $12 million, 90,000 SF facility
features a spacious two-story open lobby
design that utilizes large window towers for
optimum daylighting and gorgeous views
of the Wasatch Mountains. Interior design
aesthetics give homage to the Icelandic
heritage of the surrounding communities.
To optimize structural steel installation,
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bolted end plate moment connections
were used to resist seismic forces. The
connections allow for fast steel erection
by eliminating the need for full penetration
moment frame welds in the field. The center
is one of the largest buildings in Salem
and will accommodate more than 150,000
patients annually.

Owner: Revere Health
Developer: Project Control
Architect: Dixon + Associates
General Contractor:
Westland Construction
Electrical Engineer:
Spectrum Engineering
Structural Engineer: BHB Structural
Engineers
Civil Engineer: Anderson Wahlen &
Associates
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Outstanding Projects of 2016

Outstanding Large Higher Education Project
Weber State University Tracy Hall Science Center
This four-story, $60 million, 174,000
SF project is the largest facility on Weber
State’s campus and one of its most
important academic buildings. It houses
seven departments of the College of Science
including chemistry, geology, physics,
botany, microbiology, zoology and math.
To support these programs, the building
includes cutting edge teaching labs,
research labs and classrooms.

Collaborative meeting rooms and offices
are infused with natural light on the iconic
east curve and the building is perfectly
situated on campus at the head of the Bell
Tower Plaza. As a lab intensive building, the
mechanical system is incredibly complex.
Thoughtful energy efficient design and
construction of the mechanical system
helps the University achieve its goal of
sustainable design. The center is named

after Howard Tracy Hall, who invented the
synthetic diamond.
Owner: Weber State University
Architect: VCBO Architecture
General Contractor:
Okland Construction
Electrical Engineer:
Electrical Consulting Engineers (ECE)
Structural Engineer: ARW Engineers
Mechanical Engineer: Colvin Engineering
Civil Engineer: NV5, Inc.
Other Specialty Contractors: Research
Facilities Design (RFD), Arcsitio
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Outstanding Projects of 2016

Outstanding Small Higher Education Project
Utah State University Brigham City Campus
USU’s Brigham City Campus is a
hallmark for northern Utah and is quickly
becoming a community hub for residents.
The design of the campus itself was
unique and innovative with an open
and inviting central hub for visitors and
staff. Though many of the materials were
fairly standard, their application was
anything but typical. The geometry of the

building was extremely challenging for
layout, construction, and systems routing,
with a final result that is interesting and
engaging. The building’s unique design
proved challenging to construct with five
distinct and independent structures that
tie together with a complex expansion
and contraction joint system. Cloud-based
software applications were utilized to flag

any perceived deficiencies and immediately
notified subcontractors of any needed
correction.
Owner/Developer: Utah State University/
State of Utah DFCM
Architect: Jacoby Architects
General Contractor:
R&O Construction
Structural Engineer: Structural Design
Studio
Civil Engineer: Cache Landmark
Hideout Community Center | San Juan County

800.748.5275 or visit www.jonesanddemille.com

RURAL
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Outstanding Highway Project Over $10 million
Provo Westside Connector
This $39 million connector increases
regional mobility to the growing southwest
Provo area and opens up the west side
of the valley for further residential and
commercial expansion. An unusual screw
lift station was installed to prevent storm
water flooding in a low section of road
where the new connector tied into existing

side roads. The mechanized screw lift is
activated when storm water levels reach a
certain height with the screw lift propelling
water 10 feet up and dropped into a culvert
that runs to Utah Lake. A one-mile section
of the Connector near I-15 runs through a
very swampy area. Over 1,000 perforated
wick drains were installed to drain a

53,000-lineal-foot area, then covered with
four to eight feet of overburden to push the
soil down and drain the water.
Owner/Developer: City of Provo and Utah
Department of Transportation
Lead Design Firm: Horrocks Engineers
General Contractor: Sunroc Construction
and Ames Construction
Civil Engineer: Horrocks Engineers
Electrical Contractor: Cache Valley Electric
Other Specialty Firms:
Jacques & Associates, IGES

Innovation
is a beautiful thing.
When you’re a pioneer in the concrete precast industry, you learn a few things. Like how to innovate
customized architectural solutions backed by years of experience and advanced engineering support.
Provide a range of products, from sports stadiums and parking structures to bridges and malls. And
combine strength, design flexibility and rapid construction to offer a greater return on investment. At
Forterra Structural & Specialty Products, we have the knowledge to get it right and the strength to make
it last. And that’s a beautiful thing.

G ROU N DE D I N ST R E NG T H.

forterrabp.com
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Outstanding Highway Project Under $10 million
US-89; SR-203 Intersection Improvements Project
This nearly $4.5 million project included
realigning the current intersection at US-89
and Harrison Boulevard including adding
a triple left turn movement and added
capacity for right turn movements. The
heart of the project included installing an
underground pedestrian tunnel crossing
perpendicular to US-89 for the Weber
Pathways Trail system. It also includes M-S-E

Walls, hot mix asphalt, bonded wearing
course, new signals, lighting, stamped
concrete and landscaping. The pedestrian
tunnel was built while maintaining traffic
in all lanes and required significant
dewatering, temporary shoring, and traffic
lane shifts. Tight coordination between
designers and contractors allowed the
project to be completed ahead of schedule.

Owner/Developer:
UDOT / South Ogden City
Lead Design Firm: Project Engineering
Consultants
General Contractor:
COP Construction LLC
Structural Engineer: Jason Klophaus LLC
Civil Engineer: Project Engineering
Consultants
Electrical Contractor: Cache Valley Electric
Construction Management/Inspection:
Parsons Brinckerhoff
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Outstanding Large K - 12 Project
Skyridge High School
The $60 million, 342,000 SF school
currently serves more than 2,300 students
with a floor plan designed for future
expansion on both wings of the building.
The design allows for separation of the
academic areas from the Athletic and
Industrial Education areas to reduce noise
conflict. The high school has an aesthetic
appeal in capturing natural daylight in
every instructional space. Natural light is
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also utilized heavily in the common areas
with breathtaking views of the Wasatch
Mountains. LED lighting is used exclusively
and the school’s center “core” area includes
multiple two-story academic classroom
wings, a 120-seat lecture hall and a 1,200seat auditorium with a state-of-the-art
sound system and stage area designed for
versatility in presentations, events, and
other academia.

Owner: Alpine School District
Architect: Sandstrom Associates
Architecture
General Contractor:
Hogan & Associates
Electrical Engineer: Nielson Engineering
Structural Engineer: Bsumek Mu and
Associates
Mechanical Engineer: Van Boerum & Frank
Associates
Civil Engineer: Great Basin Engineering
Landscape: In-Site Design Group
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Outstanding Small K - 12 Project
Utah School for the Deaf and Blind

the red against the white brick walls. Each
door, stairwell and elevator was painted
red so exits/entrances were easier to
establish.

Outstanding Manufacturing Project
ENVE Composites Headquarters

This visually stunning $13 million,
50,000 SF building has several unique
innovations for its students. Sand Loop
Copper Tape Flooring (AKA Hearing
Loops) were installed to enhance sound
for deaf students. The hearing loop is a
wire installed in the floor and connects
to a sound system that transmits sound
electromagnetically. The electromagnetic

Owner/Developer: DFCM / USDB
Architect: Jacoby Architects
General Contractor:
Wadman Corporation
Electrical Engineer: ECE Consulting
Structural Engineer: TBSE Inc.
Mechanical Engineer: WHW Engineering
Civil Engineer: Meridian Engineering
Landscape Architect: Landmark Design

This sparkling corporate headquarters
is the anchor of Ogden’s 51-acre outdoor
business park known as the Ogden
Business Exchange. The firm is a leading
manufacturer of high-end carbon bicycle
rims. Construction includes a tilt-up
concrete warehouse and production area
with a steel framed, metal panel office
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signal is then received by the telecoil in the
hearing aid, cochlear implant or a receiver
unit. Wayfinding design was essential to
the blind student’s experience. Tactile
boards were installed varying in shape and
touch for each classroom to differentiate
spaces. Red was used prominently
throughout the building as some blind
students are able to see the contrast of

component. The building area is just over
72,000 SF on the first level, and 12,500 SF
on the second. Tilt up panels were poured
in winter months and had to be flawless
with no patching. Railing materials on the
lobby stairway are made from carbon fiber
as a nod to the company’s manufacturing
prowess.

Owner: ENVE Composites
Architect: GSBS Architects
General Contractor: Wadman Corporation
Electrical Engineer: BNA Consulting
Structural Engineer: BHB Consulting
Engineers
Mechanical Engineer: Colvin Engineering
Civil Engineer: CRS Engineers
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Outstanding Mixed-Use Project
820 Park Avenue
This two-year, $8.8 million project
required a great deal of innovation just to
make it happen. The existing historic Rio
Grande building was moved three blocks
to a vacant site while crews started on
covered boardwalk and grading. The area
had contaminated soils and required a
six-foot excavation down to the bottom of
the footing, with help from soil nails and
shotcrete for shoring purposes. Foundation

walls were designed with block outs to
receive concrete precast double T’s and
beams to support the four-story building.
The Rio Grande building was eventually
moved back into place and placed on
the Plaza Deck. The Plaza level includes
the Rio Grande building and two luxury
condominiums, while the above three floors
house eight condos – a total of nearly 38,000
SF of useable space.

Owner: 820 Park Ave. LLC
Architect: WOW Atelier
General Contractor: NewStar General
Contractors
Structural Engineer: Peter Jarratt
Engineering
Civil Engineer:
Evergreen Engineering
Electrical Contractor: Hunt Electric
Mechanical Contractor: Shamrock
Plumbing & Heating
Other Specialty Contractors: Advance
Shoring, Forterra, Burton Lumber

It’s all about the connection.
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Millcreek Junior High School Renovation & Addition
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Outstanding Projects of 2016

Outstanding Multi-Family Project
Dixie State University Campus View Suites
Campus View Suites is a four-story,
suite-style, on-campus housing complex
that accommodates up to 350 students.
It is located close to classes and campus
resources and features a mixture of private
and shared rooms with a living area and
kitchenette in each suite. The building is
specifically sited at the northeast area of

the Dixie State campus along 100 South. This
prominent location creates a “Gateway” at
this corner of campus. The design offers a
strong corner architectural element, which
creates an iconic beacon that strengthens
the student life component on campus.
Special consideration was given to create
a pedestrian courtyard for the majority of

students coming from the main campus and
future phases of student housing.
Owner/Developer:
Dixie State University/ State of Utah DFCM
Architect: Method Studio
General Contractor: Layton Construction
Electrical Engineer: Spectrum Engineering
Structural Engineer: Reaveley Engineers +
Associates
Mechanical Engineer: WHW Engineering
Civil Engineer: Alpha Engineering
Excavation: Sunroc Corp.

Logan High School Reinvention

ADVANCING 21ST CENTURY LEARNING
commercial • k-12 • higher ed • health care • interiors • civic • landscape
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Outstanding Municipal Utility Project
Ogden Canyon Siphon Replacement Project

and work was suspended when wind speeds
hit 30 miles per hour. Professional climbers
were employed to help transport workers to
and from the job site.

This $6 million project is certainly
one-of-a-kind and required incredible
innovation ideas just to make it happen. It
was determined that replacing the iconic
1934-built structure over Ogden Canyon
was more cost-efficient that rehabilitating
it. The contractor realized through careful
research that a cableway crane system

Owner: South Ogden Conservation District
Lead Design Firm: MWH Americas
General Contractor: Whitaker Construction
Structural Engineer: MWH Americas
Civil Engineer: MWH Americas
Other Specialty Contractors: Adams &
Smith Inc., Jones Shoring and Drilling, The
Gateway Co.
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would be more effective than traditional
methods, and found a company in Austria
that routinely built and used these systems,
primarily for construction work in the Alps.
During winter months bridge cables were
replaced and new bridge segments installed,
followed by the new pipeline on the bridge
structure. Canyon wind proved challenging

UC&D

UC&D
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Outstanding Projects of 2016

Outstanding Private Project Over $10 Million
Thanksgiving Station One

Close coordination with the contractor and
design engineer was required to maximize
the shear wall’s complex design and
construction.

Outstanding Private Project Under $10 Million
Thomas S. Monson BSA Lodge

Vivint Solar’s new state-of-the-art
headquarters is a luxury Class A office park
in Lehi. The five-story structure boasts
163,000 SF of high-end office space and
two parking structures. The project scope
includes green building features, lush
landscaping, panoramic views and the
highest quality of finishes. The structure
significantly adds a visual impact to the

Owner: Stack Real Estate
Architect: Beecher Walker & Associates;
Rapt Studio
General Contractor: Jacobsen Construction
Structural Engineer: Dunn Associates, Inc.
Civil Engineer: Trane Engineering
Electrical Contractor: Hunt Electric
Mechanical Contractor: CCI Mechanical

This project was envisioned to be a
centerpiece of the Great Salt Lake Council
Hinckley Scout Ranch. The project team
was commissioned to deliver a project
that would help inspire and excite future
scouts that attend the camp. The two main
masonry walls that bisect the structure
step in and out of plane to create interest,
pattern, and shadows. Due to the cost of
concrete, concrete masonry block was
used as the foundation, structural support,
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I-15 corridor and Utah’s Silicon Slopes,
highlighting the area’s progressive nature.
The function and form of the floor design
dictated an asymmetrical layout of the
interior shear walls at its divided core. The
longer-than-normal floor plate demanded
optimal lateral restraint from shear walls.
This required maximum use of reinforcing
steel and embeds within the shear walls.

color variety, texture variety, pattern,
and durability. The team was able to save
$750,000 over the originally planned poured
in place concrete walls. The mechanical
system for each level was placed below each
floor slab which allows the design team to
preserve the aesthetics and open feel of the
buildings main level. The use of reclaimed
wood and exposed curved laminated beams
support large roof spans and help to soften
and warm the aesthetics of the building.

Owner: Boy Scouts of America Great Salt Lake Council
Architect:
Evans & Associates Architecture
General Contractor: Big-D Construction
Electrical Engineer: Envision Engineering
Structural Engineer: BHB Consulting
Engineers
Mechanical Engineer: Van Boerum & Frank
Associates
Civil Engineer: Horrocks Engineers
Electrical Contractor: Surge Electric
Other Specialty Contractor: JM Mechanical,
Robert W. Speirs Plumbing
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Outstanding Public Project Over $10 Million
Lassonde Studios
This $35 million, state-of-the-art project
at the University of Utah was designed to
inspire a new generation of entrepreneurs
and business leaders. The building consists
of 160,000 SF of space, including a 20,000
SF innovation space, workshop and café on
the first floor. The main floor also includes
various collaborative spaces for students,
including workbenches, 3-D printers, a
laser cutter and other power tools. The
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building system is both flexible and durable
with a concrete frame structure, which
was organized around a ‘universal grid’ of
24 foot by 24-foot bays. This enterprising
layout ideally supported the requisite three
types of housing – modular, loft and single/
double units – contained in Lassonde
Studios. The project is on track for LEED
Gold certification.

Outstanding Projects of 2016

Owner/Developer: University of Utah / State
of Utah DFCM
Architect: EDA Architects,
Cannon Design
General Contractor: Gramoll Construction
Company
Electrical Engineer: Envision Engineering
Structural Engineer: Dunn Associates, Inc.
Mechanical Engineer: Colvin Engineering
Civil Engineer: NV5
Electrical Contractor: Taylor Electric
Mechanical Contractor: A&B Mechanical
Concrete: Pikus
Copper Cladding: All Metals Fabrication

Outstanding Public Project Under $10 Million
Green River/Tusher Diversion
This $8 million infrastructure project
located six miles north of Green River,
Utah, repaired the diversion after it was
damaged by heavy flooding five years ago,
to the point of near failure. The contractor
installed an 880-foot-long, arch shaped
sheet piling and grouted rip rap diversion
structure, two large gate structures, a
150-foot-long upstream fish passage

structure, a waterwheel raceway, an
irrigation intake structure with three 12foot diameter cone screens for endangered
fish protection, and a 750-foot-long sheet
pile wall between gate structures. Other
materials included 8,400 cubic yards of
riprap, 1,600 CY of structural concrete, and
2,100 CY of fiber reinforced concrete.

Owner/Developer: Green River Canal
Company (State of Utah Project Sponsor)
Lead Design Firm: Bowen Collins and
Associates
General Contractor:
Gerber Construction
Civil Engineer: Bowen Collins and
Associates
Electrical Contractor: Little and Sons
Electric
Specialty Contractor: Biomark
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Outstanding Projects of 2016

Publisher’s Pick
University of Utah Thomas S. Monson Center
The newly restored University of Utah
Thomas S. Monson Center, formerly known
as the LDS Business College, will house the
Kem C. Gardner Policy Institute and was
originally built in 1910. A variable refrigerant
flow system was utilized for greater
flexibility within the historic architecture
to work the system in. The VRF system uses
fresh air that is drawn from the outside and

supplied to the individual fan coils in the
various zones to heat and cool the spaces.
By minimizing and centralizing return air
ducting, there were fewer constraints to fit
in traditional ducted systems. One of the
biggest challenges was integrating a new
modern elevator into the original elevator
shaft, which was aided by a comprehensive
3-D scan.

THE POWER,
Owner: University of Utah
Architect: CRSA
General Contractor: McCullough
Construction
Electrical & Mechanical Engineer:
Heath Engineering
Structural Engineer: Calder Richards
Consulting Engineers
Civil Engineer: McNeil Engineering
Masonry Contractor: Child Enterprises
Other Specialty Contractors:
Rocky Mountain Painting, Inc.,
Huetter Mill

THE PEOPLE,
THE EXPERIENCE,
AND THE
TECHNOLOGY TO
BUILD ANY PROJECT,
ANY SIZE.

With 100 years of proven expertise, Cache Valley Electric has led the large-scale construction industr y
through constant innovation, and the completion, of challenging projects throughout the United States.
Learn more at:

cve.com

Additional offices located in Oregon, Texas, Arkansas and Hawaii.
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Outstanding Renovation/Restoration Project
Star Mill
This project consisted of the renovation
and restoration of an existing 6,100 SF
historic mill in Utah County and the
addition of a 22,000 SF building. The original
3-story brick mill building, wood grain crib,
and concrete silos all received a seismic
structural upgrade, cleaning, and careful
restoration work to fix 130 years of wear,
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deterioration, and use. The new 3-story,
22,000 sq. ft. addition consists of the
building core areas and open work lease
spaces. New parking areas and landscaping
complete the 1.6-acre property. Original
building elements such as the grain crib
and silos were repurposed into functional
spaces. The project is one of the most

recognizable buildings in the area.
Owner: GREER Co.
Architect: Curtis Miner Architecture
General Contractor: Sirq Construction
Structural Engineer: Dynamic Structures
Civil Engineer: Berg Civil Engineering
Electrical Contractor: Taylor Electric
Mechanical Contractor:
Gunther’s Comfort Air
Other Specialty Contractors: Timberworks,
Right Way Steel, Thomas Construction

UC&D

Outstanding Projects of 2016

Outstanding Specialty Contracting Project –
Electrical
111 Main
The Electrical scope of work for the
iconic 111 Main project included complete
power distribution for the core and shell,
sourced from two substations; fiber optic
infrastructure, and redundant data feeds.
This included two 4,000 AMP services and
two additional 400 AMP services with
three 1,250 kilowatt generators placed
on the roof as well as installation of all
tele-data components including single
mode fiber and copper backbone, public

UC&D

Utah Construction
& Design
Reach 6,000 plus Industry Decision-Makers!
For Advertising Inquiries:
Ladd Marshall at (801) 872-3531
lmarshall@utahcdmag.com
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safety antenna, and emergency phone
system. The lobby has exquisite lighting
design and open column free views. On
top of the skyscraper the roof features
programmable lights that change colors
and can be seen from across the Salt Lake
Valley. The electrical contractor utilized
prefabrication and just time deliveries as
logistics was crucial to completing this
project located in the heart of downtown.

Owner: City Creek Reserve
Architect: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill /
VCBO Architecture
General Contractor: Okland Construction
Electrical Engineer: WSP Parsons
Brinckerhoff / Spectrum Engineering
Structural Engineer: Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill / Dunn Associates, Inc.
Mechanical Engineer: WSP Parsons
Brinckerhoff / Colvin Engineering
Civil Engineer: Great Basin Engineering
Electrical Contractor:
Cache Valley Electric
Mechanical Contractor: J&S Mechanical

UC&D

UC&D

Outstanding Projects of 2016

Outstanding Projects of 2016

Outstanding Specialty Contracting Project - Masonry
Joseph Smith Memorial Building
Terra Cotta Restoration

repairs and glazing repairs, structural
pinning repairs, extensive sealant work, and
the installation of bird netting systems at
various locations.

Outstanding Specialty Contracting Project Mechanical
Overstock.com Corporate Campus

The Hotel Utah originally opened in
1911 and was designed in the Second
Renaissance Revival style. Over the past
century the building has gone through
several additions and restorations, but
it became apparent that the building’s

Owner: The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints
Architect: FFKR Architects
General Contractor:
Jacobsen Construction
Masonry Contractor: Child Enterprises

The heating and cooling system
for Overstock.com’s new $100 million
corporate headquarters, referred to as
the Peace Coliseum, will utilize heat from
the data center in the winter and is one
of the most energy-efficient systems
for providing cooling in the summer. A
water-cooled variable refrigerant flow
A/C system dramatically reduced the
installation footprint and piping, while
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exterior had taken a major toll and needed
upgrading. The terra cotta replacement
was a major undertaking, with 100 percent
mortar repointing of more than 1,300 terra
cotta units, the replacement of more than
1,000 glazed brick, extensive patching

reducing energy costs. Along with Internetconnected windows, or “smart glass.”
Internet connectivity lets the windows
communicate with the building’s heating
and cooling system. The mechanical
contractor was presented with some unique
challenges of a circular building as piping
layouts had to maintain to the contour
of the building as well as be aesthetically
pleasing.

Developer: The Gardner Company
Architect: EDA Architects
General Contractor: Okland Construction
Company
Electrical Engineer:
Envision Engineering
Mechanical Engineer: PVE, Inc.
Structural Engineer:
Dunn Associates, Inc.
Civil Engineer: Ensign Engineering
Mechanical Subcontractor: Archer
Mechanical
Other Specialty Contractors: Steel
Encounters, Jones Excavation, Wasatch
Electric
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Outstanding Sports and Recreation Project
Utah State University Student Recreation &
Wellness Center
This is one of the more interesting
projects on Utah State’s Logan campus and
provides students a place to gather and
associate with each other. The $24.6 million,
117,000 SF building includes a 4,600 SF
fitness center and three cardio lofts, group
fitness studios, locker and shower facilities,
three hardwood gym courts and a health
themed café and lounge space. The design
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incorporates a canyon aesthetic inside
and out, to create a seamless transition
from the surrounding geographical area.
The facility’s exterior is highlighted by an
Architecturally Clad Metal, which gives the
appearance of wood – offering a stately
look. On the inside, phenolic wood paneling
and wood ceilings richen and add a sense of
class to the center.

Outstanding Projects of 2016

Owner: State of Utah DFCM
General Contractor: Layton Construction
Architects: ajc architects; HOK
Electrical Engineer: Spectrum Engineers
Mechanical Engineer:
Van Boerum & Frank Assoc.
Structural Engineer: ARW Engineers
Civil Engineer: Civil Solutions Group Civil
Electrical Contractor: TEC Electric
Mechanical Contractor: Western States
Mechanical
Other Specialty Contractors: Sanpete
Steel, Noorda Architectural Metals, Allen’s
Masonry, Mountain Heights Hardwood,
Champion Fabricating & Supply

Outstanding Tenant Improvement Project
Pluralsight
Headquartered in Farmington,
Pluralsight is a global leader in online
learning for technology professionals and
is one of the fastest growing companies in
Utah. Interior office space and design allow
for collaboration and inspiration where
creativity, brainstorming and fun lead to

ideas and productivity. The break lounge is
a focal point of the office and is more of a
luxury cafeteria/game room/entertainment
center that feels closer to a high-end
country club lounge than an average break
room. The space includes booths, a stage,
full kitchen couches, wooden gathering

stairs, pool tables and a staircase leading
to a courtyard. While maintaining a
consistent feel from one space to another
was important, each room at Pluralsight is
different and appealing in its own way.
Owner: Pluralsight
Lead Design Firm: AE URBIA
General Contractor: Layton Construction
Electrical Contractor: Hunt Electric
Mechanical Contractor: DB Mechanical, Inc.
Interior Designer: HUB Studio
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Outstanding Water Project
Utah Valley Water Treatment Plant
The project consisted of improvements
and modifications to the existing 80 MGD
culinary water treatment plant. Work
included modification and expansion
of existing north and south flocculation
basins, with a total volume capacity of
2.9 million gallons. Construction of new
enclosed North and South Sedimentation
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Basins with inclined plate settlers was
another key aspect. The addition of ozone
to the plant’s treatment train has provided
a significant reduction to the disinfection
byproducts found in the plant effluent. The
$45 million project was completed in 2.5
years and will provide Utah County areas
with clean drinking water for decades.

Owner: Central Utah Water Conservancy
District
Lead Design Firm: Carollo Engineers
General Contractor: Alder Construction
Company
Electrical Contractor: Skyline Electric
Company
Mechanical Contractor: Gunther’s
Excavation: Rasmussen Excavation
Other Specialty Contractors:
Western States Rebar, MSD Masonry,
DeBirk Bros.
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Five heads are better than one.

When you choose Clyde Companies, you get more than a partner, you get a team.
With over 250 years of combined experience, our construction know-how spans the
industry, allowing us to be a valuable resource on every stage of your project.

Clydeinc.com
Geneva Rock

Sunroc Building Materials

W.W. Clyde & Co.

Sunroc Corporation

Beehive Insurance

(801) 281-7900
genevarock.com

(801) 802-6900
sunroc.com

(801) 802-6800
wwclyde.net

(435) 634-2200
sunroc.com

(801) 685-6860
beehiveinsurance.com

